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Improvising in Music and Life
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Oh, tourist,
is this how this country is going to answer you
and your immodest demands for a different world,
and a better life, and complete comprehension
of both at last, and immediately,
after eighteen days of suspension?
– Elizabeth Bishop, “Arrival at Santos” (1952)
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WHEN I STEP ON STAGE, there is always a moment
that hangs in suspense. The audience chatter previously filling the room comes to a hush. A wave of
applause is followed by dead silence. Expectation permeates the air: What will happen next? Will there be
speech or music? Who will play the first note? What
will it sound like? More questions race through my
head: Is there a full house, or is it too dark to tell?
Do I already have the public’s attention, or will I
have to earn it? Is my microphone at the right height?
Is the band ready to go? And then relief: the music
begins, coming not from me, but from some other
place, carrying us away swiftly on a journey upon
which performer and audience equally embark.
It has been more than a year since I have
performed in public, and somehow it is this moment
of arrival that I miss most. In a way, it is the most
important part of my job as a jazz singer: to tune my
own frequency to the energy of a room, to translate
that as the leader of my band, and to open myself up
so that the music can move through me. When all
that aligns, usually the rest of the show flows too. This
requires leaning into the unknown, committing to it
with my whole being and transcending whatever fears
I have. It has dawned on me recently how standing on
this precipice—being forced to choose between diving
head-first or clinging to one’s life rafts—is a powerful parallel for the choices facing many immigrants,
including my parents and grandparents before me.
Throughout the Covid-19 pandemic, I have been
thinking a lot about arrivals. The word itself conjures
up images of airports, baggage claims, tours, and
new venues in foreign countries. But in this time of
geographic containment, the only trips I have taken
have been those within my own room, within my
own mind. When the lockdown began last March,

When I fell in love with jazz
as a 10-year-old, I found solace
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I took solace in objects
from my past. Reading through
old diaries and college notebooks, I came
across Elizabeth Bishop’s “Arrival at Santos,” which
describes disembarking in Brazil for the first time
after eighteen days at sea. The sensation of arriving
after an extended period of suspension hit me like
a ton of bricks. It is one we have all craved over the
past year: to feel our feet on the ground, to hug our
friends and loved ones, to move freely again as humans in this world.
While in quarantine, I also discovered the manifest of the S. S. Marine Lynx, the ship on which my
grandfather, Tulsi Shah, came to America. It was July
1946, just weeks after the Luce-Celler Act reversed
decades of exclusionary policies against Asians.
Tulsi, one of the first Indians of the modern era to
be allowed into the U.S., would have traveled from
Bombay to Calcutta to San Francisco to New York
City to Cornell University. What would arrival have
felt like for him—and on the eve of Indian independence no less? How did he negotiate that moment as
a foreigner in a discriminatory society who was also

in its syncopated rhythms,
its lament, and its freedom.
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enticed by the optimism and entrepreneurial spirit of
post-war America? What drove him to leave Ithaca
within one semester and move to the Big Apple,
veering from the “safe path” to eventually leave the
family business and found India’s first publishing
house? And walking along 42nd Street, did he ever
sync to the beat of live jazz?
PERHAPS AMERICA’S MOST CELEBRATED indigenous
art form, jazz was born directly out of the African
American experience; it has historically been a music
of the disenfranchised. Although today the term
“jazz” can encompass various sub-genres ranging
from traditional to avant garde to hybrid forms (hiphop jazz, Latin jazz, etc.), what ultimately distinguishes jazz from adjacent styles is the presence of
improvisation. In Latin, improviso means something
unforeseen or not prepared ahead of time. Improvisation in jazz is exactly that: the act of creating music
on the spot, of living completely in the present.
Improvising is the opposite of playing it safe.
Jazz solos might seem completely spontaneous, but
they usually have a hidden logic to them. They can be
straight or free, “inside” (playing within the confines
of the harmonic structure of the song) or “outside”
(playing with dissonance in a way that, to the refined
ear, expands the play of tension and release). To improvise well, you must first speak the language well,
which comes from years of practicing, transcribing
the greats, and immersing yourself in the vernaculars
of jazz, like swing and bebop. To improvise really
well means being able to let go of all that knowledge
and achieve a flow state, so that you are creating not
through intellect, but through intuition.
The idea of improvising with my voice was both
frightening and alluring. The closer I got to it, the
more I wanted to give up. But I kept peering out from
behind my curtain of doubt and trying until I finally
found myself doing it. The first time I scatted in
public was at the Montréal Jazz Festival. My mentor
and NEA Jazz Master Sheila Jordan was playing with
her band at the Upstairs Jazz Club, an intimate room
that was packed to the brim with Sheila’s admirers.
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She asked me to sit in, mid-song, on Charlie Parker’s
“Confirmation,” an advanced tune I had not yet
learned (this trial-by-fire experience is an old school
way of “cutting your teeth” in jazz, part and parcel
of a dying apprenticeship model through which
you learn by doing rather than by studying how to
do). I looked over at Sheila in terror, but she smiled
reassuringly, nodding her head and pointing to her
ears. I was to listen and feel my way through. Though
I don’t remember the notes I sang that evening, I do
remember feeling surprised by what I could create
with my own imagination. I left, hungry for more.
Now, more than a decade later, when I take a solo,
I am able to embrace not knowing what will happen
next. Where I once craved a safety net, I now rely on
curiosity and trust. Of course, my vocabulary, experience, and confidence have grown tenfold, but even
after all this time, I often have no idea what I will sing
next, just as I have no way of knowing what inspiration will come to me from the band or the audience
or a random street noise or my own memories. There
is something exciting about looking at my fellow
musicians, and, in one glance of the eye, saying,
“OK, let’s go in!” Uncertainty, on stage at least, has
become my refuge.
GROWING UP IN THE HEART OF MANHATTAN,

Visions

Kavita’s debut album is heavily
rooted in jazz by way of
harmony, rhythm, and
arrangements while featuring a
kaleidoscopic mix of different
musical influences.

my childhood was shaped by the sights, sounds, and
diversity of the city. But I also experienced first-hand
the realities of the nation’s most segregated public
school system. As the only South Asian student in my
grade, I was excluded, bullied, and subject to racist
taunts by ignorant kids. This was in the 1990s, a time
when the most prominent South Asian cultural icon
was Apu from The Simpsons. But my life was more
complex than an amalgam of stereotypes: my parents
did not speak like Apu; they were not taxi drivers or
doctors; they watched arthouse movies by Satyajit Ray, not Bollywood ones; they listened to Frank
Sinatra, the Beatles, Simon & Garfunkel, ABBA,
Michael Jackson, and Ravi Shankar.
When I entered Bronx Science (a specialized citywide high school that was 45% Asian at the time),
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Now, more than a decade later,
when I take a solo, I am able to
embrace not knowing what will
I was excited by the prospect of meeting more people
who looked like me, yet I quickly found that I had
little in common with my new brown peers, most
of whom came from more traditional families than
mine. I was called “white” and “ABCD” (American-born confused Desi), a term that irked me
because it presumed that there was some codified
way to be Indian American, that my own points of
contact with my culture—food, family, Diwali, living
room discussions about politics, and yearly visits to
Bombay—were somehow invalid and inauthentic.
I never felt confused about who I was, only about
whom others wanted me to be.
I resented the binary constructs of “Indian” and
“American” and the presumption that I had to either
pick one of these boxes or live somewhere in between
them. Music helped me find another way; it was
the one place where I could belong, where I could
express myself without fear of judgment. When I fell
in love with jazz as a 10-year-old, I found solace in its
syncopated rhythms, its lament, and its freedom. I
studied classical piano and clarinet and sang for eight
years in the professional Young People’s Chorus of
New York City. At home, I spent countless hours at
the piano, approaching the songs I was learning in
choir from different angles (by singing all the various
parts), exploring jazz standards, and composing my
first sketches. Arriving in my personhood as a young
artist, I was armed with the brazen confidence that
I would be defined not by where I came from, but
rather by where I was going. Parallel to my selfdiscovery through music, I also explored languages
(I now speak nine) and cultures (I have traveled to 50
countries seeking inspiration and studying traditional music practices). Through it all, music has been my
medium to connect to my own humanity and to that
of others.
THEN THERE ARE TIMES when fear takes over the

performance of my own life. In improvisation, failure
is not defined by playing the “wrong” note. As Miles
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Interplay

Kavita’s second album is a radical
departure from her first—a
stripped down duo album with
acclaimed bassist François Moutin
that puts jazz standards and
improvisation front and center.

happen next. Where I once craved
a safety net, I now rely on curiosity and
trust. Uncertainty, on stage at least,
has become my refuge.
Davis once declared, “it’s the note you play afterward that makes it right or wrong.” Indeed, even the
most discordant sound can find its place with a slight
adjustment. Moreover, it can inspire musicians to
take a new direction. Failure in improvisation is what
happens when you are unable to believe in your own
ideas or even access them. Failure is what happens
when you succumb to self-doubt.
For me, choosing to pursue a career in the arts was
itself an act of liberation. Yet on the other side of that
decision, new boundaries, prejudices, and expectations awaited. As a South Asian female musician
in a male-dominated jazz industry, I am constantly
reminded of my “exoticness,” asked where I am
really from, and assumed to play Indo-jazz, actively performing my “otherness” and fusing it with
the mainstream. When I released my debut Visions
(2014, Inner Circle Music/Naïve Records), a prominent label executive told me bluntly that he could
not sign me because I was Asian and thus would not
sell records. The music itself was described by one
journalist as “a rich curry of sounds that is spicy,
attractive, and above all, tasty.” Despite the album
being an expansive self-portrait of my various influences, from pop to jazz to Brazilian music, I endured
interviews where I was asked, on air, to speak about
microtonal Indian singing, a topic I know about
peripherally at best.
Even when François Moutin and I released
Interplay (2018, Dot Time Records), a stripped-down
bass and voice duo album that placed jazz standards
and improvisation front and center, without all the
multicultural baggage, one journalist still called it the
“Kama Sutra of jazz,” and a fan overseas came backstage to tell me that the tactile way in which I move
my hands on stage—for me a means of grounding—
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was really an ancient Indian expression that I myself
was unaware I was conjuring.
Establishing oneself in New York is no easy feat for
any musician, who must find steady work and the
willpower to continue to hone one’s craft alongside
some of the most talented artists anywhere. On top
of these challenges, having to constantly confront
false stereotypes, reductionist questions, and racist
comments that undermine the seriousness of my
craft can be draining and make me want to crawl in a
hole. This is all the more true as an independent artist
who creates original work without major industry
backing; the onus is on me to carve out my own path.
As determined as I am to forge ahead, I also can’t
help but wonder: Who would I be if I weren’t constantly being told who I am? What new work would
I create in the world? What would the music sound
like if I could sing from a place of pure freedom?
THERE ARE MANY WAYS in which this last year has
stolen parts of our lives and ourselves. The pandemic,
the spectre of death, the isolation of quarantine, and
the racial reckoning and collective trauma brought
to the surface by the murder of George Floyd and
countless other Black Americans have at times stolen
my sense of hope. I have quickly found that without
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World Visions

A playlist specially curated by
Kavita, World Visions spans
influences across time, place,
and culture.

being able to dream, it is very hard to create. We
have come to understand just how much our daily
lives depend on each other, on social connection, on
wonder, and on beauty. Typically, I find my inspiration through travel, so it is not ironic that during this
time, my most recurrent dreams have been about
flying, especially long-haul journeys to the edges of
the earth. As the world reopens, I find myself contemplating what arrival will feel like now, anticipating the palpable sensation of stepping onto a tarmac,
of walking out onto a stage once again.
I have also considered what baggage might be
worth leaving behind. Covid-19 has been a wake-up
call to many about the preciousness and precarity of
life—and I, for one, do not want to go back to the way
things used to be, to the way I was, adventurous and
ambitious, but ultimately letting others dictate my
happiness and my self-worth. My wounds of racial
trauma are real and deserve proper care and healing,
but I have also realized that, despite others’ best
intentions and despite my best efforts to articulate
my work process, there will always be those who
project what they want onto me and my art. From
this vantage point, it is where I come from, and not
where I am going, that guides me home: to return to
that pure love of music I had as a child, to get lost in
my own world of possibility, to trust the unknown as
I have learned to do when I improvise.
I don’t know what my first note will sound like,
but I do know that I want to savor it. I want it to feel
good. I want it to mean something. I want it to move
others. I want it to crack me open so I can look into
people’s eyes and shine my light on them. I want
to lean into my intuition. I want to be vulnerable. I
want to fully step into my power. I want to create
not for the laurels, but for the process itself. I want
to do the work. I want to take care of myself as I do
it. I want to own my space. I want to be all of me—a
New Yorker, a woman of color, a global citizen, a soul
finding her place in the world. I want to make music
that provokes, that inspires, that heals. With that
first note, I want to be present. I want to be bold. I
want not just to arrive, but to land.
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